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Howdy folks and welcome to the sixth edition of 
Brainfart overall. In other words, we might 
celebrate somewhat like 3 YEARS 
BRAINfART. Maybe some of you remember or 
even still have the very first issue of Brainfart 
which was released in autumn 1993 as preview 
edition. One of the most known and liked 
papermagazines named Bullet Proof ceased to 
exist in that year as the editor Dense/RSl/Spirit 
decided to stop his decent magazine. However 
since many people regreted the abolition of 
Bullet Proof, Dense showed 'much effort in 
Brainfart and contributed material which was 
originally supposed to appear in Bullet Proof. 
The preview edition (also known as BF #00) 
already featured some interesting photos, 
articles, hand-drawn graphics and even 
stickers, but the · pages were copied and 
therefore the photos were not sharp. Finally at 
the X-mas Party' 93 BF #1 got released, 
consisting of 34 pages and again many photos. 
It covered the 64 scene and in addition to this 
some non-scene related stuff, such as music 
and role-playing games reviews. At THE 
PARTY IV, that means exactly one year later, 
Brainfart issue #2 got released, which included 
a disk for free. That disk featured 

s 0 m e Para ly ze 
wares, such as the freeware game Quarx and 
a 64-conversion of the Hasher's Cookbook. It 
did not need another 12 months for the next 
Brainfart as Paralyze released the edition 
named "Brainfart - the CeBIT panic plan" at the 
CeBIT 95 (10 Years CeBIT). This was also the 
end of Brainfart being a pure 64-scene related 
papermagazine. Paralyze and Incal Inc settled 
on a co-op in regard of Brainfart, because of 
several reasons. For instance, many C64 users 
also have an Amiga (and even vica versa) . 
Moreover, the 64 business apparently slowed 
down, that means there are less readers left. 
THE PARTY V at Freericia at X-mas 1995 was 
the cl imax of Brainfart history so far. 2000 
industrially printed issues got spread at the 
party. The Brainfart was styled and designed 
as never before, covering the Amiga and C64 
scene with help of several dudes. I really 
enjoyed those three years of Brainfart as it 
turned out to be a passion for everyone 
involved in it. Particularly for T.G.I & Dodger of 
course, who are the founders of this magazine. 
I also would like to point out that some more 
help from the scene could be useful for further 
issues. But now Enjoy it, as this is the aim. 

editorial by Stan I Hitmen 

Last exit reality ? labelled "Dragon" might be known. Oh sorry" 
you are not faceless and your scene contacts 

Scene has always been some kind of are your friends, but to whom do :you talk about. 
experience. When you start entering or let us your parents divorce or other troubles other 
better say discovering the pl)enomenon known problems you are struggling with? You release 
.as the scene you are full of questions but as your soul's and mind's most private thoughts 
well full of energy to spend on this new hobby. with a guy you have talked about the latest 
As everything that is new, you soon become busts and demos at the Party in Denmark or 
excited, especially when you are young and was it at the Gathering. That party visits were 
scratching on law (at least a bit even entering great fun. 6eing in an european capital - in a 
the legal scene) and are member of something dark and noisy exhibition hall with 2000 others 
special: an underground community. It is like a with the same interest without getting farer than 
drug as success (or fame) gained in this field the next mcdonalds or supermarket. To be 
makes you even more interested in it. Thinking honest, isrrt that ridiculoUS. The day the 
of that you soon begin to live a true scene life. disaster is diSCOVered you rush to get of all that 
At school you think of yOlJr computer instead of stuff that squeezed out your life, so that you 
looking at the cute girls at the other side of the change your system immediately or sell it to 
class room and p!an your next scene-activities erase computers out of your life. Lacking good 
,jn your exercise books. Yes, you are in contact real life social contacts - as your realUfe was an 
'with marty people all over the woNd exchanging illusionary one - you get even more lost. This 
disks and very, very personal messages, you procedure has even increased "by the Amiga
are known in that subworld and dream of ' cfisis. To some extend it is sad to see it weaken 
~oining a more famous crew, to gain even more the scene, but after all - as KRS ONE stated in 
fame. Maybe you are active in other fields, but his great song "Love is gonnaget you,", that it 
while ' it is the greatE!st summer weather "gets you and takes you right oUt.". Nothing is 
outside, you let the beach be beach and spend really wrong about scene, but the only thing 
your money on your telephone bill by moving that might be wrong is you and your attitude 
some data from bbs to bbs, no matter what it is. towards it. It is a hobby, something to spend 
Yes of course, you are ' more familiar with the free time on, a nice addition to travels into other 
english language or at least with some cities, not interferjng job or school, never 
colloquial scene specific words and phrases, superior to (girl)-friends, saturday nights, 
which is quite impressive to your english chilling on,the beach ... living on the wrong side 
teacher - anyway you are known among some of reality makes you elite, but what !or? • ' 
strangers you have never seen before which .. .. 
should of course compensate that. Oh sorry, 
there are many others that amassed some 
talent with their computer. So you stay white 
(sun is very dangerous nowadays) and try to 
move the SID into the London philharmonic 
orchestra and prove that there can be a 
wolfenstein with less 1han 1 mHz. Yes, you did 
a great task than and you have our respect, but 
after having spent the second consecutive 
summer with assembling .very artful logos out 
of chars and trying to to create a visible image 
similar to an artwork by BValejo in addition to 
the time you have spent in front of your system 
durillg spring, winter and autumn, you soon 
have "friends" with names not pr.inted on an 
identity c;ard. Anyway you are known ... but are 
,you known ? A guy, a faceless creature 
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~rno~DsY 
Helsinki, FIN 

August 97 
party for C-64, Amiga, 

-least we provide you with some kind of hall 
fame, with the people whe made the first 

places at the major com(i>etitions this year. 

X-96, Netherlands 
C=64 

1. Krestology by Crest . 
2. Cucumber Juice by Hitmen 

3. NoFx by Chalice 

Saturne party, France 
Amiga 

1. Hardcore by Syndrome 
2. Fraction by Gods 

3. Mind Traveller by Limited Edition 

Assembly '96, Finland 
Amiga 

1. Sumea by Virtual Dreams 
'2. Dim by Mellow Chips 

3. GQa by The Black Lotus 
C=64 

1. Follow the Sign·by Byterapers 
2. Nothing but Code by Beyond Force 

3. Fruits by Panic 

Symposium '96, Germany 
Amiga 

1. The Gate by Artwork 
2. JamJam by Incal 
3. Disco by Drifters 

. ~=64 

1. Cyance 
2. Nyeassassin by Smash-Designs 

3.4 Years Gxyron by Oxyron 

Intel Oytside 3, Poland 
Amiga 

1. Muscles by Impulse 
2. Embarced by Floppy 

3. Demo by Venture 

Extasy by Samar 
2. Black Hole by Lepsi Dev. 

3. Time 5% Preview by Oxygene + QPHA 

South Sealand, Denmark 
Amiga 

- 1. Chronic by Passion 
2. Riverhorse LSD Mix by Ambrosia 

3. Burning Chrome by HauJobb 

Summer Party, Denmark 
-Amiga 

1. Extreme by Balance 
2. Boogie Nights by subspace 

3. Refus~ by Drifters 

Flag '96, Hungary 
C=64 

1. Fatal Terror by Rrofil 
2. Flames by Coma 

3. Wixtandem by Replay 



1994 was a quite bad year for the scene at the 
biggest computer fair as there had not 

been a party - nevertheless a demo 
competition was hold and many german 
sceners gathered around the Commodore 
booth, that was dominated by the Amiga. But 
everybody knows, Commodore went into 
liquidation and the scene saw maybe the most 
depressing CeBIT in scene history. Sceners 

running around in small groups and you 
seldomly met other groups. 

In comparison to the previous one, this year's 
CeBIT could have been a kind of wonderland 

the computer underground. Commodore -
raped as a low-cost PC lable - and Amiga 
Technologies represented at many parts of the 
gigantic show. ' At the Escom booth Amiga 
Technologies showed a later sharply discussed 
prototype "walker" of a new low-end Amiga, the 
contents of their software bundles like 
WordWorth, and their later launched Amiga 
Surfer. Quite interesting, but after finally 
playing Nemac IV with eyeglasses everything 
was discovered. The staff consisted mostly of 
non-employees-they were Amiga users, but no 
insiders, so that they were not able to answer 
important questions. Overall the Ainiga was not 
presented badly, but not very innovative and 
quite emotionless. 

The people interested at the Escom booth was 
m9re focused to a stage with amazing live 
performances of windows applications and new 
PC games .. No Amiga screen was popping up 
on the big-screen. People were attracted to 
stay there by competitions, cute looking 
dancing girlsl T-Shirts and pens thrown into the 
crowd. The other action performed at the stage 
lowered itself to the level of the ordinary PC
user. Worth mentioning were the shouting 
performances. H-P employees let one half of 
the crowd shout .Hewlett", the other should 
shout "Packard", or the Microsoft employees 
tried to advertise a campaign against software
piracy letting the same crowd shout .I'm" and 

.clean", just to regard them afterwards with 
some cheap merchandising-stuff like pens, 
mousepads. 
The whole 
was 
influenced 
few but 
sceners 
Amiga 
t hat 
hit the 
wall next 
E s co m 
with their 
Instead of the 
expelSted words 
had to listen to "alt" and "F4". 

no i s y 
a nd 
fre a k s 
already 
w hit e 
to the 
boo t h 

markers. 
two 

the poor man 

Actors played scenes in an Escom store and 
the crowd should answer the ,customers" 
questions: We guess Amiga was always the 
right answer, which really fooled the poor 
people. The officials of both, Escom and Amiga 
Technologies, did not expect this at the CeBIT, 
but they somehow had to response to it. Mrs. 
Mitradevi KOpper tried to get in touch with the 
scene people. She allowed the scene to write 
on the already occupied wall, but we had to 
keep the other walls clean. So when she 
returned most sceners were expecting some 
trouble, but unexpectedly she was quite 
grateful and thanked us for the enormous 
Amiga support. AT representatives just had 
some talks with an American company and 
they were amazed about the great support the 
Amiga still has in europe, 

At the Microvitec booth, some Amigas were 
running a workbench demonstration,but there 
was nobody worth talking to, so that we 
explored the other two spots equipped with 
Amigas. Motorola's Power PC booth showed 
showed Storm-C producers Haage & Partner, 
who were quite helpful. provided us with 
interesting information about Power PC Amigas 
and Storm-C Demos. Also the Village Tronic 
booth presented Amigas, mainly high-end 
machines with 68060 processors and n,,,nnl.,,,, 
cards running video software. 

two exhibitors presented the Amiga best inj;oming mail. Critically minded - as widely 
a staff of good knowledge of the system , described above - the brainfart staff (except 

and good software installed. Dodger, who had to study for his exams) made 
their way into the mekka of the interactive 

Despite the lack of slSene people at the fair, multimedia hipsters of the computer (who . 
ler s hope we will have as much fun at the defined that computer = Doom+Duke Nuke'em 
CeBIT Home. • 3d) experienced raving techno generation z: 

The Ce-Bit Home '96 Held for the first time this 
year in addition to the world's biggest ,Ca. computer-fair, the almost legendary CeBit, this 
new exhibition should be the response to the 

£I..£CTROHICS 

changed market. The organization tried to step 
away from the traditional bussiness exhibition 
into the extremely growing private 
market by offering some kind of technical so 
called multimedia softly melted with musical 
entertainment like the cyberdance 
featuring ???? and a the gigantic vitamine ce 

Don't believe the HYPEI rave. Unfortunately we were - just like the 
whole other Amiga community - shocked being 

I do not know exactly when I came in contact confronted with the bankcrupt of another 
with computers first. It must have been in the mother company of our beloved system, as 
early or mid-80's that I. spend my first hours in Escom went into liquidation in july. As you can 
front of a Commodore C16 and C64. Well, in imagine under existing conditions there was 
fact I got hooked immediately and begged my not so much related to the Amiga system, so 
parents to buy tliat kind offascinating machine, we could just · be happy to stop at the 
as my very own pocket-money was just cooperation booth of Village Tronic and 
enough to buy some floppy disks, which were germany's biggest amiga magazine, that in 
horribly expensive back in the days. Finally in was not very special. as we had seen a 68060 
1987 my father bought a machine I had never in action before. In addition to this high end 
heard about: I was dreaming about a C64 and amigas they also presented their range 

arrived? A monstrum called Amiga 500. products for the macintosh. A different link to 
Company was right. but what was that... the Amiga could be found at the pioS booth. 

Well, this should be enough of my childhood in This young company built by commodore (and 
relation to computers. When I was dreaming as a result of this also amiga) veterans like 
about it, the mass invasion of Computers was Dave Haynie and Or. Peter Kittel tried to mak~ 
still to come. Today Computers seem to be their first steps in showing their plans in the 
necessary for everyttling. just for sorting your public. The computers at the booth were high 
small bussiness' addresslist you should at least quality PowerPc mac clones - but on sheets 
own a P90 with a properly installed Windows they promised that they would like to save 
95 - no wonder that people like our parents amiga philosophy and for the interested visitor 
become nightmares thinking of computers. Or. Peter Kittel was always available for a word. 
People like our great friend Bill Gates have While the teenager interested in new games for 

, visions. that they can order their Pizza PC and various consoles was flooded in the 
their new residence's toilet via the games world area with masses of new digital 

Internet. Ev~ry magazine wanting to be up to entertainment, the serious visitor especially 
date (well, we are going on the same line, too) when interested in the Amiga was most 
presenting a very informative web-page probably already on his way home. Obviously a 
bursting of inventional spirit and creativity, quite remarkable number of big exhibitors 
every manager needs the mighty"@" on his hardly had anything to do with the 
card ... well. the secretary is able to deal with issue, like most german television stations, the 
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bigg~st german automobile club - just . to 
!'flentlon a few - were more interested in getting 
mto contact with the financially strong young 
group of customers, so that it is time to leave 
the commercial part of the show aside and take 
a deeper look at the underground's moves at 

fair. 

your hands on it. It is of course available for 
bothJlystems Amiga & C-64. Ok, back to 
party.bizness: celebrate yourself, vote 
BRAINfART and always wash your hands after 
being on the toilet. _ .. 

"The first question" 
Having heard about the Symposium 1996 most 
probably every german scener was rather two 
minds about that. On one ha'1d he was looking 
forward to it, as it took place in Hamburg, in 

Germany: "not so far away", on the 
other hand he was wondering if it would be 
really worth going there, having all the pictures 
of other german parties in mind. Also non
germans should know about the german party
complex, yes, roughly spoken all german 
parties since 1993 were quite dissappointing. 
I also had my thoughts about the BlackBox 

1~\I'mn'l'I",illm . the year before and ' was 
even more . . But as the Party 1996 

4 month ago, I was quite hungry 
a party, so it was no question that I 

attend ~his event. 

The building was a quite modern one. It 
consisted of a rest~l,lrant and the main hall, 
where the ,party .took place. Even thoygh I 
arrived on the second day, Satuiday, my first 
fears became reality: the hall,ment for 1000 

who would have fullfilled the 

organisers' dreams, was just 50% filled with 
sceners. Despite this feared emptyness it was 
still horribly hot - I really do not want to know 
how it would have been like with a crowded 
mainhall . 

Anyway it was quite nice, hatl good power 
supply, many tables and good seats - simply 
everything you need for a good party. Just one 
point to criticize was the dimmed light, that 
made it impossible to find something in your 
bag, etc .. 

"Activities" 
The Party seemed to be very well organised in 
contrast to the BlackBox Symposium the year 
before. The organisers offered a lot to entertain 
the sceners, IRC and Web was possible. 
Saturday night saw a ·Iive., concert by 
"Noisedrift" on stage. They peiformed some 
kind of experimental breakbeatlhouse music. 
(Anyway, horrible finishing a Demo with such 
noise after 3 days without sleep ... ), a thing 

, which was not 
appreciated 
all 

was 
quiet 

hall . 
. highlight 

mentioning was the 
sea competition. 

organiser threw a 
plastic bottle into a little muddy 

and the scener who brought it back was 
awaraed with aprize.Fol1 the physically 
weaker or mud-hating personS,a quiz about old 
computer days gave~\ the opportunity for 
everyone to become a winner. At the end of the 
party · 81$9 a wnoing competition took 
place. Everybody participating ' i"" this contest 
had to sit 011 a chair and after a signal 
around the party place with his chair. Just 
mention, that the Brainfart staff member 
Dragon did not come last! Due to an impressive 



finishing sprint he handed the last place to an 
unlucky one - what was the reason for the 
disappointing result for the track and field 
experienceq Dragon ? He claimed that he got 
frightened watching the first smashed chairs in 
the air. 

"Life at the Party" 
Unlike most parties nowadays there have been 
no restrictions concerning alcohol and other 
drugs. People brought a lot of it at the party, but 
even more or less intoxicated, they knew the 
limits and behaved. In consequence of this, 
there has neither been damage or stolen 
computers, which unluckily seems to be 
coinmon at todays parties. In the Entrance hall 
the Organisers had covered a wall with paper 
for tags, which was also hit immediately (BTW, 
Brainfart has suggested to provide a wall for 
real graffiti next year). The organisers were 
among the party people, everbody was friendly 
and helpful, so that it was no question to give 
Virgill a happy birthday chorus or to raise 
money for a fellow spanish scener. It would 
have been perfect if not some Animators 
members shouted "Nigger" all the time. As the 
staff is familiar with the ones. we know that it 
was not motivatecl by any racist conviction, but 
because of intoxification. but this is not funny at 
all, as the word is a discriminating word with a 
racist undertone. " 

"Trapped" (look at the interview with TTS in the 
Party 1995 Brainfart) . Reality made the fifth 
place with "One finger", an animation demo 
with scenes filmed at the SIH partyplace -
nothing special, but a nice tune. The winners 
were awarded with sponsored hardware and 
software. This was one of the)lleak aspects 
the organisation. To our mind it is unfair that 
the winners in the graphic/music competitions 
were allowed to chose their pri;tes, before the 
2nd in the Demo competitions were able to do. 
A Demo is the work of more people. more time 
invested ... just think about it. 

, "The final impression" 
The Symposium was for sure one of the best 
parties I ever attended. It had everything (well 
some more releases in the Intro competitions 
would have been nice) a party needs including 
a real party f1avor and atmosphere, new ideas 
and crazy competitions. It was more worth 
being atthe Symposium than atthe party 1995. 
Anybody missing next year's Symposium is a 
fu~. • .. 

Today we are proud to present you the all 
"The Competitions" mighty Mike/Sunrise, the maineditor of 

The Amiga Demo Competition had 8 entries, ' probably most famous C-64 scene-related 
but only s0":le were se!lous releases. Artwork papermag called 'Milestone'. let us start with 
showed their masterpiece called The Gate, the questions. 

was titled as maybe the best demo ever. 
It contained code by Azure and Tron, Graphics 
by Fiver and Noogmal1 and Music by SMT and 
Virgill. It was no question that they made the 
first place. The Second place was taken by one 
of Brainfart's producers Incal, who released the 

demo in the last 3 years (ED. that proved 
we are extremely activel). Drifters came 
with "Disco" a funny animation demo with 

some Calvin and HoJ>bes animations fitted to 
the music.in a 70s revival style like Melon did 
in their two demos at the somewhere in holland 
1995. They Slightly topped "Death Sentence", 
Oxyron's ney.< Demo by TTS, who is actually 
more busy with launching his first game 

BF: BRAINfART MS: Mike / Sunrise 

BF: Hi Mike, Please introduce yourself a bit, 
say some words about your Age, Realname, 
Height.... Activities in real-life .. . ... 

MS: Hit Well. I'm 24 years old (already? Is it 
really possible?) and still living in the famous 
south of Hessen (thats a part of germany in 
case you don't know». My realname is Mike 
(what did you expect) and my heigl:lt is 
186 cm with 79 kg. But thats really boring for 
everyone, isn't it? Brown eyes/hair (just to 
complete it). In my "real" life (isn't 64 a part of 

~~~ ................ .. 

the so-called "real" life?) I'm still studying 
cnemestry but ,I'm hoping to finish it in 
february'97. 

BF: Ok, to be straight: loose 0 e w~rds about 
how your computer career sta t which groups 
you were in h w it sta~ed wit unrise and tell 
us a little bit bout wtiat stln e excactly was 
and what th did ! 

joke ... hi Dense!}. Sunrise again: I met (nearly) 
all members in reality and it was really a 
GREAT time hanging around with them in 
Venlo, Aars, Bad Salzufien and wherever ... ;) 
And YES, we are more than just a 
computergroup as we still know each other, still 
meet from time to time and still have really 
close contact. A bunch of friends, so to say ... 
Thats the whole story. 
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.rac" ... 
BF: Do You have any Future Plans for the 
Milestone or Sunrise. , 

.. 

• went 
. the path, wh,jkh;.·inr 

started to run. 
stopped to catch his 
thought « you know there is 
in the wood." Passing on he could 
glimmering in the light which passed 
clouds. After a few minutes he had the 
lake. He went over to the old fence, Which had 
been broken down by kids generations ago. 
Then he heard the sound of breaking wood. He 
turned round quickly and saw a huge bear, 
walking slowly out of the forest. Slowly, not 
tntending to show any obvious motion he lay 
down on the ground. The bear breathing in the 
air in order to find a trace of the person he just 
had been following. John was shivering, but 
after a few moments he saw the bear turning 
round and walking back into the forest. John 

listened to the noises the bear made and after Armchair and looked over to his console. The 
being sure, that he had disappeared jumped up cable he had plugged out of his head was still 
and passed the fence. Now he was in the in his hand, and glimmered in the light of the 

territory. There were rumours of disappearing Sun. He had been playing 
ghosts and monsters living here, but he didn't quite some while, it must have been noon when 
believe all the things the old man in the pub had looked down on the twin towers in the middle of 
told him. Once again he heard a crackle and Frankfurt, which had been build up some 
turned round, but this time it was only a rabbit, decades ago. He thought about trying to call 

grassland. John looked some friends in Order to get some hints for the 
the water Game, but then another idea came to his mind. 

no one had Why shouldri't he go out, meet his friends, look 
Years. An around for some girls? He thought about it, 

then he went over to the board, took out a 
Gamecard, placed it in the slot ofthe console 

PWr1.W"'OTl:'r wl:'l' ... lllOArlff plugged' in. • 

were 
Then his 
each. He felt panic stalrtinld"'u6fiflsidle 
began to crawl backwards, and 
Why hadn't he listened to the old man in the 
pub. "Take a cross and silver bullets with you!" 
he had told him. Then he started to run. The 
next thing he noticed were his feet leaving 
ground, and immediately the ground moved 
towards him. He was falling down the hill. 
When he got up again, the four guys came 
around the hill. John fired immediately, and so 
did they. He felt the bullets hitting his body and 

backward. Blood was sprinkled on his 
and he could see how one of the one

eyed guys fell down, but the others kept firing. 
He knew this was the end and that there was 
no sense if he tried to behave as a hero. His 
hand moved up to his temple and he pulled the 
plug. Heavily breathing Dave was sitting in his 
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5 Tips, die Sre beim Compilerkauf beach ten sol/ten: 
• Werden alle Betriebssystemeigenschaften voll unterstiitzt? 

StormC vereinfacht auch die Programmierung eigener Shared-Libraries! 

• 1st die Kompatibilitiit zu anderen Compilersystemen gewiihrleistet? . 
StormC garantiert Ihnen eine einfache Umse.tzbarkeit von unter SAS-C, DICE, AZTEC-C 
und MaxonC++ entwickelten Program men. 

• Findet eine aktive Weiterentwicklung des Compilers statt? 
Anders als unsere Mitbewerber investieren wir viel Zeit in die Compilerweiterentwicklung 
und legen damit den Grundstein fUr die softwareseitige PowerPC-Zukunft. 

• Liegt dem System ein Profi-Texteditor bei? 
Neben StormED liefern wir zusatzlich den beliebten Profi-Texteditor GoldED 4 mit! 

• Sind alle Vorbereitungen fUr die Amiga-Zukunft getroffen? 
Die Entwicklung der PowerPC-Version von StormC ist weit vorangeschritten . Erste Entwicklerversionen 
werden bereits im Rahmen des PowerUP®-Programm von Phase 5 eingesetzt. 
StormC ist der Compiler, mit dem das alternative Betriebssystem pOS von ProDAD entwickelt wird. 
Es ist daher selbstverstandlich, dal], unter AmigaOS entwickelte Programme mit StormC besonders 

einfach portiert werden konnen. 

Haage & Partner Computer GmbH 
Mainzer StrafJe 70A 
67797 Rosbach v.d.H. 
rei: (0 60 07) 93 0050 
Fax (06007) 75 43 

Compuserve: 700654,3733 
Internet: 700654.37 33@compuserve.com 
WWW: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/ 
homepages/ haageyartner 

We develop to PowerUp® the Amiga® 


